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An overview
of what you can expect from this course

Start explaining and predicting the future 

Predictive modeling is often considered the ‘Holy Grail’ in 

People Analytics. Very few people in HR have the skills to build 

such predictive models. The HR Data Science in R course is here 

to help you develop exactly these skills.

As a data scientist within HR, you’ll dive deeper into your people 

data to find answers to relevant analytics questions. This largely 

tutorial-style course teaches you the fundamentals of R and 

guides you through the steps of creating predictive models on 

engagement and employee turnover.

Type Online self-paced learning

Language English (with English & Spanish captions)

Duration 20 hours

Access 12 months

Structure 6 modules

Testing Tutorials

Digital certificate upon completion (including LI token)

Eligible for HRCI, HRPA & SHRM credits

Reading materials & bonus content

60-day money back guarantee



Learning objectives

Master the basics of R

Unlock a wide array of HR analytics possibilities, even with no prior 

programming knowledge.

Data management

Learn how to import any data format, combine datasets and explore 

your data in R.

Exploration & visualizations

Reveal valuable insights with basic and advanced data visualization 

techniques.

Predictive HR analytics

Hone your new R skills with realistic and diverse cases created 

specifically for HR professionals. 

● MODULE 1

Introduction to R

● MODULE 2

Data Management in R

● MODULE 3

Data Exploration & Visualization in R

● MODULE 4

Case: Analyzing the Effects of an HR 

Intervention

● MODULE 5

Case: Analyzing Engagement

● MODULE 6

Case: Analyzing Turnover

Curriculum overview
Practical. Comprehensive. Game changing.



Introduction to R

MODULE 1

Data Management in R

MODULE 2

In this first module, you will familiarize yourself with the basics of 

analyzing data in R. You will explore R Studio, learn how R 

compares to other analytics tools, and get started with the basics 

of programming in R. 

● Installing R and R Studio

● Lessons

○ Comparing R With Other Tools

○ Introduction to R Studio

○ Programming Basics

○ Fundamental Data Structures

○ Fundamental Operators

○ Functional Programming & Packages

● Case - GreenHorizons

● Resources & reading materials

Now that you know your way around R, it's time to learn how to 

manage data. You will learn how to import essentially any data 

format, and how to explore the structure and dimensions of data. 

Other covered topics include manipulating columns, combining 

datasets into one, and dplyr functions.

● Lessons

○ Importing Data

○ Exploring Data

○ Columns

○ Combining Datasets

● Resources & reading materials

● Bonus - Advanced R With Dplyr Functions



Data Exploration & Visualization in R

MODULE 3

Analyzing the Effects of an HR 
Intervention

MODULE 4

It's time to dive deeper into data exploration. In this module, you 

will learn more about data exploration and statistical exploration. 

You will also develop data visualization skills, including how to 

create more advanced and customized visualizations, which is 

particularly useful for HR reporting.

● Lessons

○ Data Exploration in R

○ Statistical Exploration in R

○ Base Visualizations in R

○ Advanced Visualizations With Ggplot2

● Resources & reading materials

● Bonus - Ggplot2 Visualization Demo

The final three modules take a more practical approach with 

HR-specific cases, which let you put your new skills into practice. 

In this first case, you will prepare data, run a statistical analysis, 

and create a visualization to illustrate the impact of an HR 

intervention.

● Case introduction - HR Intervention

● Lessons

○ Data Preparation

○  Statistical Analysis

○ Visualizing Impact



Case: Analyzing Engagement

MODULE 5

Case: Analyzing Turnover

MODULE 6

In this second case study module, you will follow all the steps to 

analyze engagement at an organization. After preparing and 

transforming data, you will run a correlation analysis and a 

regression analysis to get the necessary results.

● Case Introduction - Engagement

● Lessons

○ Data Transformation

○ Correlation Analysis in R

○ Regression Analysis in R

For the third and final case study module, you will learn how to 

tackle a popular topic within HR analytics: turnover. You will once 

again prepare the data, but this time you will perform a logistic 

regression analysis. Finally, you will learn how to visualize the 

outcomes of your work.

● Case Introduction - Turnover

● Lessons

○ Data Preparation

○ Logistic Regression in R

○ Visualizing Results

● Course Wrap-Up



Real-world projects

Develop practical skills through working on 

real-world projects and studying dozens of 

inspiring case studies

Self-paced online learning

Learn anywhere, anytime, and at your own pace with 

our fully online training programs. Including a 

smartphone app.

Practitioner community & coach

Collaborate with HR professionals from around the 

world or contact your personal coach if you need any 

assistance or input.

AIHR is an approved provider with the HR Certification Institute (HRCI®), a pre-approved 

provider with the Human Resources Professional Association (HRPA),  and recognized by 

the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)

Proven online learning
for Human Resources Professionals



AIHR is the place to learn the skills you need to 

advance your career and remain relevant in the 

ever-changing digital human resources 

landscape. We offer the most comprehensive 

curriculum of HR courses and certifications 

available worldwide and are a proud supplier of 

over 175 Fortune Global 500 companies.

Customers give us an average rating of 
8.9 out of 10.

Grow your skill set
Enroll today

Go to www.AIHR.com

Select your program and click the Enroll button

Fill out your (company) billing address and payment details

Create your student account

Happy learning!

https://www.aihr.com/courses/learning-development-certification/

